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APPENDIX-12

IN THE COURT OF CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE
LAKHIMPUR, NORTH LAKHIMPUR

Present: Md. Forhan Uddin Choudhury, AJS
Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate,
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur,Assam

(Date of Judgment: 03-03-2022)

(G.R. Case No. 231/2016)
Bihpuria P.S. Case No. 39/2016,

under section 498(A) IPC

COMPLAINANT STATE OF ASSAM
REPRESENTED BY Sri Ratul Dutta, Learned Asstt. P.P.
ACCUSED 1. Md. Sariful Islam

Son of Late Akkash Ali
Village: No. 2 Ahmedpur
P.S: Bihpuria
District : Lakhimpur, Assam

REPRESENTED BY Md. M. Ali, Learned Advocate

APPENDIX-13

Date of offence 22.01.2016

Date of FIR 27.01.2016

Date of Charge Sheet 29.02.2016

Date of Framing of Charges/offence
explanation

15.02.2018

Date of commencement of evidence 20.06.2018,
20.03.2019,
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29.11.2021

Date on which judgment is reserved 18.02.2022

Date of Judgment 03.03.2022

Date of the Sentencing Order, if any Nil

Accused Details:

Rank of
the

Accused

Name

of
Accused

Date
of

Arrest

Date of
Release
on Bail

Offences
charged

with

Whether
Acquitted

or
convicted

Sentence
Imposed

Period of
Detention
Undergone

during Trial for
purpose of Sec.

428 Cr.P.C.

A1 Md.
Sariful
Islam

23.2.
2016

21.03.
2016

Sec.
498(A)
IPC

Acquitted Nil Nil

J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T

PROSECUTION’S CASE IN BRIEF:

1. Prosecution’s case in brief as it reveals from the

FIR is that informant Musst. Mariam Begum got married

to accused Md. Sariful Islam about one year and ten

months prior to the lodging of this case. After about

three months of marriage, the accused started to torture

the informant mentally and physically by demanding

dowry. Accordingly, informant’s father paid Rs. 18,000/-

(rupees eighteen thousand) in total to the accused.
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However, after a few days, the accused again started to

torture the informant by demanding money and caused

grave injury. The informant’s father then took the

informant for treatment and subsequently the informant

gave birth to a child, but the said child died at the time

of birth.

2. About two months prior to the lodging of this

case, the accused demanded Rs. 1,00,000/- (rupees one

lakh) as dowry from the informant and tortured her

physically in connection with the demand and also

threatened to kill her. On 22.01.2016 at about 8.00 AM,

the accused assaulted the informant physically due to

her failure to meet his dowry demand and thereby

caused severe injury. Thereafter, informant’s father

came to know about the occurrence and accordingly he

came to the house of accused along with some other

persons and took back the informant to his house. The

informant thereafter lodged a complaint before the

learned Executive Magistrate, Lakhimpur, North

Lakhimpur and the same was forwarded to the O/C of

North Lakhimpur police station for taking necessary

action.

3. On receipt of the F.I.R, a case being numbered

as Bihpuria P.S Case No. 39/2016 is registered. After

investigation, I.O of the case submitted charge sheet

against accused Md. Sariful Islam for the offence
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punishable under section 498(A) of I.P.C. Copies of

relevant documents were furnished to the accused

person u/s 207 CrPC. Considering the relevant

documents and after hearing both the parties, charge

was framed against the accused for the offence

punishable u/s 498(A) of IPC. The charge was then read

over and explained to the accused to which he pleaded

not guilty and stood to face the trial.

4. The prosecution in support of its case examined

six witnesses whereas the accused did not examine any

witness in support of his defence. The accused was

examined u/s 313 of CrPC. Defence case is of total

denial as it reveals from the statements made by

accused and the tenor of cross-examination of

prosecution witnesses by defence. I have heard the

learned counsel for both the parties.

5. Upon hearing and on perusal of record I have

framed the following point for determination-

POINT FOR DETERMINATION:

(i) Whether the accused married informant

Musst. Mariam Begum about one and ten months

prior to the lodging of this case and thereafter on

several dates including 22.01.2016, subjected her

to physical and mental torture with a view to

coerce her to meet an unlawful demand of dowry;
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or thereby caused grave injury to her life, limb or

health, and thereby committed an offence

punishable u/s 498(A) of IPC?

DISCUSSION OF EVIDENCE, DECISION

AND REASONS THEREOF:

POINT NO.1:

6. As regards the aforesaid point for

determination, informant Musst. Mariam begum as PW-1

in her evidence-in-chief has alleged that after marriage,

the accused demanded Rs. 1,00,000/- (rupees one lakh)

from her and assaulted her physically as she failed to

meet the said demand. The accused caused injury on

her entire body by assaulting her physically and her

father made arrangement for her treatment.

7. In the above context, informant’s father Md.

Lalu Miya as PW-2 in his evidence-in-chief has stated

that he paid Rs. 18,000/- (rupees eighteen thousand) in

total to the accused and even thereafter the accused

tortured the informant physically by demanding another

Rupees 1,00,000/- (rupees one lakh). Thereafter, he

along with some other people went to the house of

accused and saw that the informant was lying on the

ground after being beaten. He/PW-2 then came to know

from the neighbours that the accused tortured the
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informant physically but the neighbours could not save

her. The accused also threatened to kill the informant.

8. Similarly, PW-3 Md. Giyasuddin Ahmed in his

evidence-in-chief has alleged that after about 3-4

months of marriage, the accused tortured the informant

physically by demanding dowry. Thereafter, he/PW-3

along with informant’s father went to the house of

accused and saw the informant lying on the ground in

an injured condition and was not able to walk properly.

9. Now, to sum up the evidence deposed by PW-

1, PW-2 and PW-3, it can be seen that they have

basically alleged that the accused started to torture the

informant after marriage by demanding money and

accordingly informant’s father/PW-2 paid Rs. 18,000/-

(rupees eighteen thousand) to the accused. However,

the accused again started to torture the informant by

demanding another Rupees 1,00,000/- (rupees one

lakh) as dowry and thereby caused severe injury to the

informant. Thereafter, informant’s father/PW-2 along

with PW-3 went to the house of accused and saw the

informant in an injured condition and took her back to

their house.

10. In my opinion, the aforesaid allegations, if

presumed to be reliable, will attract the ingredients of

the offence punishable u/s 498(A) of IPC. As such, it is

necessary to find out that whether the aforesaid
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allegations made by PW-1, PW-2 and PW-3 can be

relied upon in order to form a conclusive opinion against

the accused.

11. To proceed with the discussion further, at the

very outset, it is seen that PW-1, PW-2 and PW-3 in

their respective cross-examination have specifically

denied the suggestion of defence that they have not

mentioned the aforesaid allegations in their respective

statements made before I/O. However, in this respect,

the I.O/PW-6 Sri Gokul Chutia (Retired S.I of police) in

his cross-examination has specifically confirmed that the

PW-1, PW-2 and PW-3 in their respective statements

recorded u/s 161 of CrPC have not mentioned the

aforesaid allegations.

12. Needless to say that the aforesaid allegations

made by PW-1, PW-2 and PW-3 are the most vital and

material part of the alleged occurrence. As such, it is

obvious that they should have mentioned the same in

their respective statements recorded u/s 161 of CrPC if

the occurrence had actually taken place as alleged by

them. Under such circumstances, the omission of PW-1,

PW-2 and PW-3 to mention the aforesaid allegations in

their statement u/s 161 of CrPC, is clearly a material

contradiction as per section 162 of CrPC, which creates

serious doubt as regards the credibility of their aforesaid

versions.
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13. In addition to the above, the informant/PW-1 in

her evidence-in-chief has alleged that her child died at

the time of birth as a result of the physical torture

committed upon her by the accused. However, in

support of that allegation, the prosecution has not

adduced evidence of any medical expert. The

prosecution has not even produced any document to

show that the informant gave birth to a child as alleged.

In my opinion, in the absence of opinion of a medical

expert, it cannot be presumed merely on the basis of

the oral evidence of informant that she gave birth of a

child who died at the time of delivery due to alleged

physical assault committed upon her by the accused.

14. At this juncture, it is important to mention that

the I.O/PW-6 in his cross-examination has stated that

he collected the medical examination report of

informant wherein it is mentioned that the informant

was examined by medical officer on 27.01.2016, but no

injury was found on her body. Therefore, it is evident

that the findings of medical officer also do not

corroborate or support the allegation of physical torture

and resultant injury as stated by PW-1, PW-2 and PW-3

in their respective evidence narrated above.

15. Before parting with the discussion, I deem it fit

to mention here that PW-4 Md. Bilal Hussain and PW-5

Md. Ashraful Alam, in their respective evidence have
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stated that they do not know anything specific about the

occurrence of this case. The PW-4 and PW-5 in their

cross-examination have further added that though their

houses are situated near to the house of accused but

they have never heard or seen the accused committing

torture upon the informant. As such, it is clear that

there is nothing in the evidence of PW-4 and PW-5

which can support the case of prosecution; rather, the

statements made by PW-4 and PW-5 in their cross-

examination goes against the prosecution and creates

doubt regarding the allegation of physical torture as

stated by PW-1, PW-2 and PW-3.

16. Considering the entire discussion made above,

I find that the witnesses examined by prosecution have

failed to prove beyond reasonable doubts that the

accused committed cruelty upon the informant and

thereby committed the offence punishable u/s 498(A) of

IPC as alleged.

DECISION: Point No. 1 is therefore decided in the

negative and goes against the prosecution.

ORDER

17. In view of the discussions made above and the

decision reached in the foregoing point for

determination, it is held that the witnesses examined by

prosecution have failed to prove beyond reasonable
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doubts that accused Md. Sariful Islam has committed

the offence punishable under section 498(A) of IPC as

alleged, and as such, the accused is acquitted of the

charge under section 498(A) of IPC on benefit of doubt

and he be set at liberty forthwith.

The bail bond of the accused shall remain in

force for another six months from today.

This judgment is given under my hand, and seal

of this court on this the 3rd day of March, 2022.

The case is disposed of on contest.

F.U. Choudhury
Addl Chief Judicial Magistrate
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur
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APPENDIX – 14

LIST OF PROSECUTION/DEFENCE/COURT WITNESSES

A.  Prosecution:

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE
(EYE WITNESSES, POLICE

WITNESS, EXPERT WITNESS,
MEDICAL WITNESS, PANCH
WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS)

PW1 Musst. Mariam

Begum

INFORMANT/EYE WITNESS

PW2 Md. Lalu Miyan EYE WITNESS

PW3 Md. Giyasuddin Amed EYE WITNESS

PW4 Md. Bilal Hussain OTHER WITNESS

PW5 Md. Ashraful Alam OTHER WITNESS

PW6 Sri Gakul Chutia POLICE WITNESS

B.  Defence Witnesses, if any:

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE
(EYE WITNESSES, POLICE

WITNESS, EXPERT WITNESS,
MEDICAL WITNESS, PANCH
WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS)

DW1 Nil

DW2 Nil
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C.  Court Witnesses, if any:

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE
(EYE WITNESSES, POLICE

WITNESS, EXPERT WITNESS,
MEDICAL WITNESS, PANCH
WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS)

CW1 Nil Nil

CW2 Nil Nil

LIST OF PROSECUTION/ DEFENCE/ COURT EXHIBITS

A. Prosecution:

Sr.
No.

Exhibit
Number

Description

1 Exhibit P-1/PW6 SKETCH MAP

2 Exhibit P-1(1) SIGNATURES OF PW6

3 Exhibit P-2/PW-6 CHARGE-SHEET

4 Exhibit P2(1) SIGNATURE OF PW6

B. Defence:

Sr.
No.

Exhibit Number Description

1 Exhibit D-1/DW-1 Nil

2 Exhibit D-2/DW-2 Nil

C. Court Exhibits:

Sr.
No.

Exhibit Number Description

1 Exhibit C-1/CW-1 Nil

2 Exhibit C-2/CW-2 Nil
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D. Material Objects:

Sr.
No.

Exhibit
Number

Description

1 MO1 Nil

2 MO2 Nil

F.U. Choudhury
Addl Chief Judicial Magistrate

Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur


